SQUARE GRID HEX
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STONE PLACEMENT Players take turns adding their stones to the board, one
stone per turn. Black makes the first placement of the game. Each player will
always have a placement available on his turn and must make one.
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Fig. 1 - Initial Setup
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CONNECTIONS Two like colored stones which are horizontally or vertically
adjacent are considered to be connected. If two like colored stones are
diagonally adjacent in the Southwest-Northeast direction they are connected. If
two like colored stones are diagonally adjacent in the Northwest-Southeast
direction they are not connected.

OBJECT OF THE GAME For Black to win, Black must form an
interconnected group of black stones which includes at least one stone on the
North edge of the board and at least one stone on the South edge. White’s goal
is to form an interconnected group of white stones which span the West and East
edges of the board.
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In Figure 4, Black has won the game.
PIE RULE As noted earlier, Black makes the first placement. On White’s first
turn, White has the option of replacing the on-board black stone with a white
stone on the same point. Or White can simply add a white stone to an
unoccupied point. In either case, after White’s placement players take turns
adding their own stones to the board, one stone per turn, starting with Black.
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NOTE Hex, as played on a hexagonally tessellated grid and a square grid, was
originally designed simultaneously and independently by John Nash and Piet
Hein.
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Slash makes use of the pie rule. See the PIE RULE section below.

In Figure 2, the two black stones are connected and the two white stones are not
connected. In Figure 3 the white stones are connected and the black stones are
not.
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INTRODUCTION Square Grid Hex is a played with a Go set. The board
starts out empty as shown in Figure 1. The four sides of the board are
designated as North, South,West, and East. Each player takes possession of all
of the stones of one color. Draws cannot occur in Square Grid Hex.
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Fig. 4 - Black Has
Won

